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II. THE INTERVIEW

Progress Toward Zero: The Climb to Sustainability

Source: http://www.interfaceglobal.com/Sustainability/Progress-to-Zero.aspx
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Interface cut waste sent to landfills by more than two-thirds while continuing to
increase production.
Approximately $405 million in cumulative avoided waste cost from 1995 to 2008.
Interface diverted over 100 million pounds of materials from landfills.
Interface reduced net greenhouse gas emissions by more than 71% through
efficiency, process changes, and purchasing renewable energy and offsets.
Interface has sold more than 83 million square yards of its climate neutral carpet
product.
Eight of Interface’s ten facilities operate with 100% renewable electricity.
Through the implementation of energy efficiency projects and changes in
manufacturing processes, Interface has reduced the total energy intensity by 44%
since 1996.
Water intake per unit of production in modular carpet manufacturing facilities is
down 74% from 1996 levels.
Over 24% of raw materials used in Interface carpet are recycled and bio-based
materials in 2008.
Since 1997, Interface has planted almost 98 thousand trees to reduce the impact
of 191 million business-related air miles and over 10 thousand trees for the Cool
CO2mmute program.
Interface contributed in excess of $750,000 to external organizations in 2008.
Interface associates volunteered more than 15,000 hours in community activities in
2008.
Interface associates have delivered sustainability-related educational speeches to
millions of stakeholders.

“If that product cannot be made sustainable, we have no business making
that product. For that matter, neither does anyone else.”
- Ray C. Anderson
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Background
The JVBL editorial staff had the good fortune to interview Mr. Anderson on November 22, 2008, to
discover the current status of Interface’s quest for zero emissions in 2020 and to uncover the
sources of one person’s motivation, persistence, energy, and dedication in restructuring an already
profitable enterprise. The interview was followed by an on-site visit of Interface’s warehouses,
factories, and main headquarters in and around the Atlanta, GA metropolitan area in mid-December,
2008.

Interview, November 22, 2008

Q: Mr. Anderson, you are truly a pioneer and innovator and the Interface model appears to
be the proverbial pebble in the pond producing a worldwide ripple effect in the retooling of
commerce and industry. Speaking personally, I truly believe that it only takes one person to
affect substantial change for the betterment of the world.
In the mid-1990s, you formulated the seven stages of sustainability for Interface and
projected zero emissions by 2020. Your company’s most recent programs demonstrate a
succession of eco-friendly, innovative practices, including the “Evergreen Lease” program,
the new Flor Products, and the trademarked Bentley-Prince innovations. With your 2020
goal of complete sustainability, where is Interface presently?
The different metrics of Interface that you mentioned are very different, sort of like peaches and
tomatoes, but when you put it all together, we are somewhere more than half-way, I think. For
example, with respect to our green house gas emissions, we are down a net of 83% in greenhouse
gas intensity relative to sales.

Q: So have you approached the restorative process yet?
We are not counting renewable energy credits, not yet, but if we were, we would be at 99%. With
offsets, we are creating climate-neutral products.

Q:

Unlike companies that only measure their environmental successes by evaluating
activities at just 1 stage — for example, manufacturing, assembly, distribution, Global
Reporting Initiative, a United Nations world protocol voluntary reporting system based in
Amsterdam, reviews a wider array of factors: environmental, social, and fiscal. So when we
assess the activities of your vendors, your transporters, and other third parties, working on
your behalf but outside the factory proper, where would you slot Interface in your
sustainability summit?
The reduction in greenhouse gases is 71% in absolute tonnage. Interface is two-thirds larger over the
same span of time, from 1996-2008. So 71% really translates into 82 or 83% in reduction of carbon
intensity. With respect to the water usage, we’re at negative 74 - that number has changed a little
bit from the previously reported figure of -80. The material diverted from landfills is now 175 million
pounds, 87,500 tons. The fossil energy consumption is down 60% per unit of production and
renewable energy is now at 28% of total. And renewable materials — that includes both recycled and
bio-based — is somewhere north of 24% has been increasing rapidly. With respect to a couple other
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metrics, we’ve shut down a third of our smokestacks — essentially obviated them — and 71% of our
effluent pipes have been abandoned, obviated by process changes.

Q: What types of process changes allow you to eliminate these things?
We’ve significantly eliminated wet processing — the liquid effluent. Waste reduction amounts to
about 50% working against our definition of perfection.

Q: Has the Evergreen Lease Program been successful?
Actually, this is not a new venture — this is one of the first things we did, but it was way ahead of its
time. And in fact the economics don’t yet quite favor it, but it might just come around. As the size of
recycled content increases and the price of virgin material go up, the advantage is to lease. But
we’re not there yet. So the lease has had very limited success. As we are getting into the $140 $150 range for oil, we were on the verge of reviving the Evergreen Lease. But now that oil prices
have dropped back…we will just wait and see.

Q: In terms of recycling, when you receive calls from various businesses who are either
remodeling or leveling buildings containing Interface-made carpet, what factors will influence
your decision to retrieve this material?
We are in the market right now for recycled material. We are taking back not only our old products,
but our competitors’ old products and those of non-competitors.

Q: With respect to your recycling program, do you draw the line as to how many businesses
act as participants in this program? Is there a limit on quantity that Interface can handle?

We focus on the commercial and institutional end rather than residential. It’s probably not feasible
unless you have a dealer who is willing to accumulate carpet from a lot of houses with carpet that
needs to be taken up all to be sent back at once. We tend to deal with larger installations,
commercial and institutional. Essentially, this is our Entry 2.0 program; it is our reverse logistics
effort to get the stuff back. And we are in the market for it. The most recent technical breakthrough
we’ve made is in working out the recycling of the nylon face. We had to send it back into the market
for such usage as engineered plastics but now we’re actually getting it back into the fabric and from
the fabric back into products. We have closed the loop on nylon now which is a big breakthrough.
Over 24% of our raw material is recycled or bio-based and that figure is increasing rapidly. The
“increasingly rapidly” aspect of that is coming from the nylon side.

Q: Do you have somewhat of a mixed view on the price of gasoline prices and petroleum
products going down, maybe it’s a temporary decrease, but it seems like there is a corollary
of people’s perceptions and recycling, thinking about what they’re doing and the price of gas,
because all of a sudden everyone’s hopping in their cars once again. I was happy to see my
students walking and riding bikes, sloughing cars, but I was wondering with your industry at
such a higher level, if you were seeing an actual reduction in the number of contacts or calls
you’ve been receiving as to recyclable products because they just feel that gas is going
down, oil is going down, or are these programs steady? Are these ideas taking root and
growing, regardless of the economy?
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The price of virgin materials in the long run has to go up. So the relative advantage of recycled
material will increase over time, and today we see this as a competitive advantage, actually the
higher the cost of oil goes, and the higher the cost of virgin materials, the greater our relative
advantage. We are quite sanguine with $140 a barrel, and looking for it to go to $200.

Q: When I peruse the resources available on the Mission Zero (http://missionzero.org/)

website, your pledge of complete sustainability for Interface by 2020, and the warnings of
Paul Hawkin’s “The Ecology of Commerce” regarding extinction of species and compromised
eco-systems, I have doubts that meaningful change required to reverse global climate is
within reach. And knowing ― according to the most recent statistics ― that while the United
States comprises 5% of the world’s population but uses 25% of the world’s non-renewable
sources of energy, it would seemingly appear that meaningful change is not within our grasp.
We have all had it very easy and acclimated to a rather comfortable lifestyle. Do you really
believe that it’s possible to “unspoil the child” in time?
I think that the mind shift has already begun and like Deepak Chopra says,
everyone’s doing the best they can given their level of awareness. It’s all about changing the level of
awareness and that is happening. The spiking oil prices pushed that along. For the people who will
relapse into old ways, I don’t know. If they do, I think it’s short-lived because I think we’re past it.

Q: There is some angst generated when “people lapse into their own ways.” Just to give you
an idea of what is happening in our neck of the woods ― just south of Chicago, directly
downwind from the steel mills. Recent news about the mills has been bittersweet. With the
recent economic downturn, it appears that more than 3000 people will be laid off in the near
future. Obviously, that’s horrible news for the workers, their families, and for the local
economy. But this type of economic pressure forces companies into a position where to
remain viable, they must retool. The same situation is also occurring with the automobile
manufacturers. Restructuring in that industry appears more feasible, as nearly every
company has devised an electric vehicle in the past. The EV was shelved in California in the
early 90s, even though consumer demand was high. Theories regarding this business
decision largely point to the pressure from the oil companies and from the auto parts
industry. So when it comes to steel and automobile manufacturers, do you believe it is
possible to do there what you’re doing with Interface?
Well, with the general model that we published in “Mid-Course Correction,” the transformation from
the typical company of the 20th century to the prototypical sustainable company of the 21st century
should be possible for all industry.

Q: So you believe it’s uniformly applicable then?
I think it is and of course the specifics will vary from one company to another and from one industry
to another. The fundamentals are pretty sound; we all profit by taking stuff from the earth and
making stuff that very quickly ends up as waste that ends up in a landfill. Even if it is a car that lasts
for twenty years, it ends up as scrap where all cars go to die and all of us are running processes with
energy coming from fossil fuels, wasteful and abusive, so I think yeah, the principles apply, and the
most important principle of all is in the sixth face of mountain, which calls for the culture shift which
may set the manner of change. I think it’s the general model for the whole economy.
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Q: And with that particular stage, society might be able to rewrite the chapter in the Ecology

of Commerce from “Death to Birth” to “Cradle to Cradle?”

Actually, the “Cradle to Cradle” phrase is William McDonough’s phrase and I prefer not to use it. I
prefer to use “Life after Life.”

Q: With respect to changing the mindset, do you believe that the sensitive matter of
overpopulation should be addressed as well?
Ultimately, yes. The population growth right now is in the low-impact countries, the developing
countries where the average person has very little impact on the environment. It rose for Americans
because of the way we live. But if their standard of living rises, then their impact will rise and
ultimately the population part of the impact equation: the IPAT. Do you know the IPAT equation?

Q: Where I = P x A x T? Population (P), Affluence (A) and Technology (T) are essentially
measured with respect to environmental Impact (I) or resource depletion?
Yeah, I have a vision for the equation. In Mid-Course Correction, I talked about moving technology
from the numerator to the denominator, because I = P x (A/T) instead of I= P x (A x T) would reduce
impact. But there are a couple things that stand out as being wrong with the IPAT equation even with
T in the denominator. One being that “A” suggests Affluence is an end in itself, and I would prefer to
see it as a means to an end, so use a “lower case a” to signify a means to an end, and I would like to
add an item to the denominator, the end itself: “H” for happiness. So we’re talking about more
happiness and less stuff. You’re talking about a real culture shift for more people to be happy with
less stuff.

Q: Exactly. And that’s why I think it’s so critical to implement sustainability as an integral
part of teaching at least at the business school level. That’s why we created new courses
focusing on sustainability and on environmental stewardship. That’s why we’ve elected to
publish this Journal of Values Based Leadership. It’s just so critical. It seems to me in terms
of the interviews that I’ve done, there are common life experiences which help produce our
present-day movers and shakers. During stage 1 – referring to the upbringing of the person,
there may have been a religious, social, or personal factor of particular significance that
influenced that person in a positive way. That upbringing might have been permeated by
acts of benevolence, generosity, and respect for others practiced by parents, siblings or
family friends. In early adulthood – the second stage - the individual has an epiphinal
experience of some kind. Yours is well documented with the reading of the Hawkin’s book.
And the third stage refers to the development and growth of a work ethic, ultimately
translated into a passion to better the world. Do you see yourself in that paradigm?
More or less I would say. I have difficulty finding the seed from my childhood that has grown into
what I am doing today. I do have classmates I grew up with who say “Ray, you knew life was serious
long before the rest of us did.” I don’t know where that came from; I guess being born into a family
that didn’t have a lot. My father had a job in the post office coming out of the Depression. I didn’t
know we were poor, but we were. I had a mother who made sure I paid attention to my books and
studies – a retired teacher I guess who practiced her profession on her children. I don’t know about
my childhood seeds that sprouted into my adulthood, but I know the sense of responsibility for future
generations, particularly my own grandchildren, plays a big role in it.
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Q: This sense of responsibility is insatiable once the awareness is there. It just permeates
the being; you wake up in the morning and it’s “I’ve got another day to do something about
this,” and I don’t know if that’s your feeling…

Yes, I would think that everyone involved in the movement feels that way … that time is short and the
cause is urgent, and we may lose it. But the encouraging thing, the other side of that, is that I’ve
never met an “ex-environmentalist.”

Q: It’s something you don’t abandon…
No, once you get it, you don’t “un-get” it. And then there’s one more of us and one less of them. It
only moves in one direction.

Q: People say guilt is bad, be it “Jewish Guilt,” “Lutheran Guilt,” “Catholic Guilt,”… any guilt

quite frankly, but I see guilt as a good thing at times. With the environmental movement,
certainly guilt emanating from examining one’s lifestyle and the resulting acts of
environmental degradation committed in support of that lifestyle - whether committed
intentionally or not - could be a catalyst for a change of mindset and lifestyle in itself. Do you
feel the same way?
I think that’s true, my epiphinal experience came with tears of remorse.

Q: You see that in your videos, especially when you describe yourself as a “thief” and a

“plunderer.” We all share these titles. And once our mindsets are altered and our pattern of
conduct comports with this new thinking, we must lead by example and surely you have done
that – and continue to do that – very well and effectively.

There comes a point where you have to show people the “real deal.” Well, we have the “real deal.”
Come to our factory and see it in action. That’s where we kind of “interface,” if you will, with people in
a similar line of consulting. They have all the concepts, but they don’t have all the examples, the
kind of hands-on examples we have.

Q: In leading by example, colleges and universities have the ability to reform their
campuses in line with sound environmental practices under the guidelines provided by
A.A.S.H.E. (Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education). In
conformity with international sustainability conferences in which you direct or participate,
aimed for an audience of corporate directors and CEOs, AASHE promotes similar
conferences for academe. Valparaiso University is tentatively developing a conference with
respect to sustainability that is directly aimed at the business student. While I know your
schedule is completely tight, if this event does become a reality, would you ever consider
coming up to speak?
You put a conference together, and my schedule fits, you’ve got me.

Q: I will definitely take you up on that.

Now…where do you stand with your new book which
further chronicles Interface’s quest for Zero Missions*?

It’s in the publisher’s hands.
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Q: The title is?
It is going to be called “Confessions of a Radical Industrialist.”

Q: My colleague, in fact, has written an article and shot a documentary with respect to the
sustainability practices of Subaru, entitled “Green is Free.”
Just for your information, if you don’t know, Subaru and Interface have connected. They have agreed
to create offsets upfront so that any of their cars that we drive in our fleet are climate neutral from
day one.

Q: When did you start with this program?
It’s about a year old.

Q: Is it taking off?
I have not monitored it myself. People are not required to drive this car or that car, but it’s on a list of
approved cars that they can drive. I think for most people who are environmentally sensitive, they’ve
gone that way.

Q: That’s fantastic.

I see that Paul Hawkin is part of your “Dream Team.” How is that

going?

Well, the Dream Team has been critical to us from the very beginning. It was 13 years ago that they
helped us get our map straight - the “How do you climb this mountain?” So they’ve been invaluable
advisors to us all through the years. What you find is that instead of bringing them together, we go to
them individually with specific issues.

Q: With the Interface model being a type of paradigm for all industry, instead of industry
coming to you, have you been proactive, let’s say with the steel and the auto manufacturers?
We never go where we’re not invited, but we have an awful lot of good PR.

Q: Recently watching the three auto-makers’ CEOs fly their corporate jets to Washington
D.C. … there seems to be some lasting ignorance.

We didn’t hesitate to rub their noses in it.

Q: They seemed unabashedly unashamed. That situation – where, unfortunately, the
temporary cessation of employment in Detroit might be necessary for comprehensive retooling - is somewhat analogous to the time when Apartheid was at its height in South Africa.
There was a worldwide call for boycotting diamonds but the concern was that so many South
African mine workers would be out of a job. The consensus, however, from the workers
themselves was: “Let us be laid off. This is a worldwide problem that has to be addressed
and targeted, and even though we bear the brunt of it, in the end good things will come for
all.”
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That’s very farsighted, I mean, I mean for people to take that self-sacrificing stance for the greater
good… .

Q: You saw that in South Africa. I don’t know if you’ll see that so much with our steel

workers and auto workers. They and we have all been used to a certain lifestyle. So what
might be bare bones existence for us may be living in palatial means in comparison for the
people of South Africa. It’s a different culture and mindset.

The urgency is upon us … .
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